
2003 USA TEAM UNIFORMS 
Now available to all 

Buy yours now and help support our National Team 
 

Once again, it is a World Orienteering Championship year (now an annual occurrence).  And with the 
changes in the format have come changes in the size of the team ~ now 4 men and 4 women.  Even with 
fewer members to support for the WOC, budgets are tight and we are again looking to the greater 
orienteering community for help.   
 
You have the opportunity to purchase new top quality orienteering suits from Trimtex, the official 
supplier of the US team uniforms.  There are a multitude of options available, including the built in 
gaiter with leg elastic, and the extreme trainer suit.  The extreme trainer is excellent apparel for colder 
weather orienteering training; more durable than spandex but not as bulky as other warm-up suits.  It’s a 
win-win: you get great orienteering gear at the standard retail price and the team receives your generous 
and much needed support!  

 

Item Price 
O-Shirt SS $             55.00 
O-Shirt LS $             60.00 

O-Pants Knickers $             29.00 
O-Pants Long $             34.00 

O-Pants Elastic $             39.00 
O-Pants Elastic/Gaiter $             55.00 

Gaiter $             35.00 
Extreme Trainer Jacket $             88.00 
Extreme Trainer Pant $             58.00 

About 40% goes to the Team 
Discount for all US standing team members 

  
The supporter version is identical to the Team uniform with two exceptions. 
The Team shirts will say “USA” and the trainer jackets will say “USA ORIENTEERING”.  The 
supporter version will not have the printing.  

 
Orders due May 10 

All this has been made possible in the US 
through Scarborough Orienteering, 
http://www.orienteer.com., and Trimtex has 
made the uniform available at a special 
national team  price. We thank them for 
their help and support.  
 
Current ordering information can be found 
at: 
http://orienteer.com/usa2003.htm.   
 

Feel free to contact either  
Karen Williams: kwilliams@babson.edu  
OR  
Joe Scarborough: joe@orienteer.com 
 


